Gain accreditation to teach Religious Education with REAP

Master of Religious Education

+ Eight Additional Masters Units at ACU

Opportunity to complete BCE recognised religion units for senior leadership eligibility

BCE Scholarships available.

Master of Educational Leadership

+ Eight Additional Masters Units at ACU

Brisbane Catholic Education Leadership Development Program

Opportunity to complete BCE recognised religion units for senior leadership eligibility

BCE Scholarships available.

Master of Professional Studies in Theology

+ Eight Additional Masters Units at ACU

Opportunity to complete BCE recognised religion units for senior leadership eligibility

BCE Scholarships available.

Complete a Master’s degree with Brisbane Catholic Education & ACU with a scholarship in six years in twelve units.

Find out more at https://www.acu.edu.au/courses/graduate

*SCHOLARSHIPS - Students may be supported for a total of six postgraduate units in Religion, including REAP and BCE scholarships.